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Summary 

 

 

The thesis was the final work contributing to a Master‟s degree in Industrial Design at Luleå 

University of Technology in collaboration with Volvo. The goal was to produce a concept 

proposal suitable for drivers using appropriate theories for the design. It was performed as a 

part of the project OPTIVe (OPTimized system integration for safe Interaction in Vehicles). 

Volvo Car Corporations vision is to develop automobiles for modern families; their cars are 

built on the principles of safety, quality and environmental care. Which leads to the basis of 

this project where the focus of creating a concept proposal according to attractiveness, safety, 

ergonomics and Scandinavian design. The project would result in a number of design 

concepts for the instrument panel in the automobile. In the end, an evaluation of the concepts 

was to be performed in the semantic environmental description. Evaluations of the six 

concepts in the semantic environmental description were studied by ten subjects. The subjects 

were presented with different instrument panel pictures and answered with formulary 

questionnaire and the results were statistically analyses using Microsoft Excel. The result of 

the concept evaluation phase and analysis was Concept A as the most innovative and pleasing 

solution. Concept E had the highest total score, while the concept A displayed the most 

pleasantness, unity, potency and social status. Concept A has Easy to understand functions, is 

a product for many car models and has harmonious curves and shapes, with function. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

This report is the result of a project accomplished together with Volvo Car Corporation 

(VCC) in Gothenburg. The Master Thesis is the final work of the MSc education in Industrial 

Design at Luleå University of Technology, and should be equivalent to 20 weeks of work. 

The assignment is to carry out a number of design concepts of instrument panels. 

 

1.2 Volvo Car corporation description 

 

Volvo Cars is a well-known Swedish automobile maker founded in Gothenburg, Sweden, by 

Gustaf Larson and Assar Gabrielsson. The first car (ÖV4) left the factory on 14 April, 1927. 

Volvo cars have a reputation for comfort, solidity, safety and longevity (Wikipedia, 2008). 

Since 1999 VCC has been 100% owned by Ford Motor Company. Along with Aston Martin, 

Jaguar and Land Rover, VCC is part of Ford's Premier Automotive Group (PAG). Volvo Cars 

is the Centre of Excellence for Safety for Ford Motor Company, Centre of Excellence for 

Telematics for PAG, and Centre of Excellence for Telecommunications Services for PAG and 

Ford of Europe. Volvo Cars is answerable for the development of hybrid technology for PAG 

and Ford of Europe. Volvo Cars sales and service network covers about 100 countries, 

comprising some 2,400 sales markets and service workshops around the world, including 

about 1,500 in Europe and 400 in North America. Volvo Cars' four largest markets are the 

USA, Sweden, Germany and Great Britain. (Volvo Cars, 2007)  

 

After 1927 Volvo produced closed top and cabriolet vehicles, which were designed to hold 

strong in the Swedish climate and terrain. The Volvo symbol is an ancient chemistry sign for 

iron. The iron sign is used to symbolize the strength of iron used in the car as Sweden is 

known for its quality iron. The diagonal line (a strip of metal) across the grille came about to 

hold the actual symbol, a circle with an arrow, in front of the cooler. In the registration 

application for Volvo logotype in 1927, they simple made a copy of the entire cooler for ÖV4, 

viewed from the front. (Wikipedia, 2007)  

 

 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
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1.3 Purpose 

 

The purpose of this assignment is to create a concept proposal with focus on the drivers‟ 

requirements and create a design suitable for an international target group. The design should 

be easy to comprehend and only the necessary information displayed. Select ideas will be 

drawn on Photoshop. Evaluations of the concepts in the semantic environmental description 

were studied.  

 

1.4 Limitations 

 

 The area of study was the graphical information presentation of the instrument panel. 

 

 The research is limited to car models and concept cars launched the years 2000 -2008  

 

 This project doesn‟t consider technical solutions and economic calculations. 
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2. Theory  

2.1 Visual aspects 

2.1.1 Automotive Ergonomics 

According Peacock & Karwowski (1993), both human and engineering factors have to be 

integrated in vehicle design, and the minimum requirements for the driver‟s view of the road 

environment have to be defined in relation to parameters of the vehicle‟s body structure. In 

other words, the field of view requirements need to be translated into design specifications 

which are associable with the criteria and terminology used in engineering design.  

 

“The driver’s view is of course three-dimensional, and so needs to be defined in 

geometrical terms. It is simplest to define the space around the driver as two 

hemispheres: one below a plane through the driver’s eyes and one above this 

plane. The field of view can then be assessed in terms of a view downwards 

towards the road, and a view upwards primarily concerned with signs and signals 

of various types, as shown in Figure 1. If the driver cannot see anything below a 

horizontal line of sight, he/she cannot see the ground at all, and a view of the far 

distance (horizon) is represented by a horizontal plane passing through the 

driver’s eye. Objects on the road such as pedestrians or other vehicles are in the 

lower hemisphere, while traffic warning and information signals or overhead 

signals are usually in the upper hemisphere when they need to be seen or read.” 

(Peacock & Karwowski, 1993) 

Figure 1: Specification of the driver’s forward field of view [1] 

 

Human view is binocular and sharpness varies over the visual field, being most sharp in the 

fovea region and poor in peripheral vision. The limits between these visual zones are not 

clearly draft, and there is relatively little population data to establish the effect of individual 

variability. The binocular field of view extends some 120 degrees in the horizontal plan, as 

shown in Figure 2, but vision is sharp over a small area directly ahead so that the eyes need to 

be turned to focus on objects outside this foveae area. Generally the eyes only turn by about 

30 degrees before the head is turned, which can comfortably give a further 45-degree view to 

either side. (Peacock & Karwowski, 1993)  
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Figure 2: Limits of visual field, eye and head movement [1] 

 

By use of eye and head movement, the driver has an extensive direct field of view and drivers 

view of the road environment is usually restricted by the vehicle structure rather than by 

anatomical constraints. The two interact and evaluations of the field of view need to take 

count of normal behavior in terms of eye and head movements. The driver should concentrate 

attention on the road directly ahead, look away from the road for as short a period as possible. 

That way the need for eye and head turn should generally be kept to a minimum (eye turn 

within ±15 degrees if possible), therefore  that mirrors and instrument panel displays should 

be placed as close to the driver‟s forward line of sight as possible. (Peacock & Karwowski, 

1993)  

 

 

2.1.2 Symbols for automobile controls and display  

 

Automobile controls and displays can be formed with symbols, words or abbreviations. 

Symbols are generally more compact than either the associated words or abbreviations. Words 

and abbreviations in foreign languages are not as well understood as the symbols for them. 

This is particularly important for internationally marketed products such as cars, where native 

language barriers can decrease usability. Also several studies have shown that symbols are at 

least two times more legible than their text equivalents-important for elderly drivers or in cars 

where panel space is limited. Finally, symbols are often required because of the performance 

advantages cited above. For cars, the key standard is ISO 2575. (Peacock & Karwowski, 

1993) (Appendix 1 – Symbols in ISO Standard 2575) 
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2.2 Scandinavian Designs characteristic  

 
“If you understand the Scandinavian spirit, its soul, it is easy to understand why simplicity 

and functionality characterize both simple everyday objects and exquisite art objects from this 

part of the world.” (José Diaz de la Vega, Form nr.6) The designs of the Nordic nations- 

Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden- are today taken for granted, with characters 

of the blonde wood, cool, airy spaces and clean design values of the north. During the first 

wave of Scandinavian style in the mid-twentieth century, many of the designs and concepts 

produced were considered revolutionary, pushing natural materials to their limits and 

producing well-designed items that were aimed at society as a whole rather than a select few.  

 

“The twin ideals of a deference to nature and functional modernism, and the 

creation of items that are both objects of desire and truly functional have infused 

Scandinavian style. What the products, designs and environments of the five 

Nordic nations have succeeded in doing is melding their inherent respect for the 

natural and organic with the idea that design and beauty are for all. Collectively, 

the Scandinavians have developed a style that is simple, streamlined, 

cosmopolitan and utterly democratic in its approach.” (Sommar, 2003) 

 

According Sommar Ingrid (2003) the customs of the rural population played a decisive role in 

laying the foundations for the practical and austere designs that increasingly influenced their 

surroundings. In mainland Europe the opposite was generally true and it was the ideals of the 

ruling class that governed. The Scandinavian view of design has been characterized by 

generations of farm workers and fisherman who constructed their own buildings, boats and 

furniture from materials that were close at hand. And exact at the end of that decade the 

Nordic countries, adopted the ideas of modernism. The ethos behind this movement was that 

functionality is inherently beautiful, and that, when it comes to decoration, “less is more”. It 

was a philosophy that the Scandinavians concede, and that become their natural traditions like 

a glove. 

 

The Finnish firm Nokia and the Swedish companies Ericsson and Volvo may not choose to 

express themselves in quite this way when trying to put their finger on what is typically 

Scandinavian about their global products. Nordic stuff has a Nordic personality. According 

Deyan Sudjic in one of his books Cult Objects (1985) paid tribute to AGA stoves and Volvo 

cars, which he considered functional and reliable. With the Volvo, “sturdy and sensible [and] 

styled to look safe too, with its intimidating bumpers and impossible to turn off headlamps. 

Not so much a motor car, more a way of life.” (p.189) The splendid Volvo cars and Ericsson 

telephones have been generated from the same sort of ethos as the other categories of product 

design. It was Helmer Mas Olle in Volvo‟s case that came up with the basic ideas for the first 

models of the cars where the aim from the beginning was for a “conservative style” and 

“lasting beauty in the lines and proportions” (p.189). Ericsson engaged Norwegian sculptor 

Jean Heiberg, who in 1931 created the first telephone in Bakelite, which was then a modern 

material. (Sommar, 2003)  

In the 1960s P 1800 (Figure 3) carry off world fame in the television series The Saint, as the 

car of choice for suave detective Simon Templar (Roger Moore). Despite these glamorous 

connotations, maximum security and comfort have always been the key issues of the Volvo 

brand. In the 1990s the cars were stylish and sleek again, as can be seen in models such as the 

S80 which was designed by Peter Horbury and Jose Diaz De La Vega. 
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Figure 3: P 1800 [2] 
 

According Jonson Lotta (2005), the business of a Scandinavian image was not always so 

important. In the 1970s and 80s there was criticism that the shapes were too boxy. The design 

was said to be inspired by Buicks or Plymouth US market. It was Englishman Peter Horbury, 

Volvo‟s chief designer from 1991 to 2002, who helped the company find its way back to its 

origins. 

 

2.3 Aesthetic & Attractive 

 

Aesthetics is the study of the effect of gestalt on sensations, also the study of the way in which 

human beings read and understand how to interpret the parts and the whole of a visual gestalt. 

A gestalt is an arrangement of parts which appears and functions as a whole which is more 

than the sum of its parts. The product as a whole, perceived as more than the sum of its parts. 

This whole must be charged with significance by the designer. Everything that can be 

perceived as a whole creates a gestalt for example a certain arrangement of colors. There are 

certain factors which can help us discern a gestalt (Monö, 1997).  

 

The most important factors are (Monö, 1997). 

 The proximity factor - the clearer gestalt the closer it is, For example a control panel is 

clearer when the controls are grouped according to function. 

 The similarity factor - figures with the same properties form gestalt. 

 The area factor - the smaller the enclosed area is the clearer the gestalt. 

 The symmetry factor - areas which are delimited by symmetric factor are perceived as 

a gestalt. 

 The inclusion factor - lines which enclose an area are more easily seen as a gestalt. 

 The good curve - the arrangement that causes the minimum change or break in straight 

or uniformly curved lines create a gestalt. A good curve factor helps us to read easily.  

 The common movement, of different elements makes them stand out as a gestalt. 

 The experience factor - in order to be able to recognize a specific gestalt it is required 

that we observe the conditions in the way we have learned from experience. 

Instruments which functionally are connected should be placed close to each other and the 

placement ought to follow good principles of gestalt. For those instruments the consequences 

must be of a similar kind, for example the tachometer and the speedometer in a car. By 

integrating several variables in one object the factors of gestalts can be utilized in another 

way. Three factors are which control our attentions have to do with how very obvious the 

information is: color, movement and placement (Danielsson, 2001). 
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2.4 Design factors 

 

2.4.1 Semiotics 

 

“The study of signs and sign systems and their structure, properties and role in socio-cultural 

behavior” (p.58, Monö, 1997). When designing useful products aimed to be adapted by man 

and his environment, they should be adapted to the whole person and the way all his senses 

perceive the surroundings. What the eyes see sets the expectations of what the other senses 

will perceive, for example a graceful form as light to carry. Usefulness should be increased by 

the design. Usefulness is not only about technical and practical functions, the user has to 

physically and psychologically accept the product (Monö, 1997). 

 

 

2.4.2 Semantics  

 

It is not possible to ask a user why he thinks that a product is attractive, the motives are often 

hidden. The concept attractiveness is made by feelings, thoughts, notions, and associations. 

Enjoying the product as an implement is not the most important thing to be able to use it; it 

instead understands that it is an implement. What is to be understood, what the product must 

“say” to the market and the user, is important in terms of product development (Monö, 1997). 

 

2.4.3 Placement 

 

Placement is a factor that is very important to make the user detect and identify information. 

The user should be able to find faults as quick as possible and connect a display with the right 

control and also understand the relations between the display and the control. Color marking 

could here enhance the effect. This helps the user to understand functions and operations 

needed (Monö, 1997). Articles placed highest or at the left on a screen or on an instrument 

panel tends to draw the attention from the user, maybe because of the order in which we read. 

Articles in the middle also tend to draw attention, since it is placed in the user‟s direct field of 

vision. (Danielsson, 2001).  

2.4.4 Colors 

 

Although a person is able to see all colors he/she have areas on the retina that are less 

sensitive to colors. The distribution of cones and rods on the retina leads to seeing all colors 

when looking straight ahead but none at the very periphery of the person‟s visual field. In 

between, green, red, and yellow can be distinguished until about an angle of 50 degrees and 

blue can be distinguished until about 65 degrees. Most people are able to distinguish white at 

90 degrees to the side from straight ahead (Kroemer, Kroemer, & Kroemer, 2001). 

 

Color is often used in displays, but it could be done in good or less good ways (adapted from 

Cushman and Rosenberg 1991). There should be a maximum number of seven colors used, 

and if the user may not be experienced with that certain system or if that display not is used 
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very often, no more than four colors should be used. The discrimination plays a big role in 

well-designed systems. The colors must be separated widely in wavelength and not only differ 

in the amount of one primary color to get different shades of the same color. According 

Kroemer, Kroemer & Kroemer (2001), there are a few combinations that could be used: 

 

1. green, yellow, orange, red, and white; 

2. blue, cyan, green, yellow, and white; and 

3. cyan, green, yellow, orange, and white. 

 

And also a few suggestions of combinations that should be avoided: 

 

1. reds with blue; 

2. reds with cyan; and 

3. magentas with blues.  

 

The color blue should not be used for thin lines like text, but works good like background and 

larger figures. The text and numbers must be of a color that stands in contrast to the 

background to make it distinguishable. Since red and green is difficult to detect in the 

peripheral area of the visual field, these colors should not be used for small figures in large 

displays that might enter this area. The use of opponent colors may in some cases enhance the 

display, but in other cases work as damaging. Shape and color together could work as 

redundant cues and aid the users who have visual weaknesses. The size of the objects coded 

with colors should be increased, if the number of colors increases (Kroemer, Kroemer, & 

Kroemer, 2001). 

 

2.4.5 Display 

 

The purpose with a display is to inform the operator about the status of the equipment. Since 

this is very important the information has to be easily detectable and any required action has 

to be indicated clearly. Information provided by the display can be categorized into three 

groups; Need to know, Nice to know, and Historical (Chengalur, Rodgers, & Bernard, 2004). 

According to Kroemer, Kroemer, & Kroemer, 2001 the essentials rules for displays are: 

 Display only that information which is essential for performing the job adequately. 

 Display information only as accurately as is required for the operator‟s decisions and 

control actions.  

 Present information in the most direct, simple, understandable, and usable form 

possible. 

 Present information in such a way that failure or malfunction of the display itself will 

be immediately obvious.  

 

The operator‟s performance of the equipment or production system is affected by the design 

and installation of the visual display. There are different factors which should be considered 

when choosing and installing a display for example the distance between the operator and the 

display, number of displays on a single console and the readability of the dials. For further 

information see tables in Kodak‟s Ergonomic Design for People at Work page 285. 

(Chengalur, Rodgers, & Bernard, 2004) 

 

When designing a visual instrument with displays, there are certain unwritten laws to follow 

to make the user able to make a quick and accurate reading. A gauge with a moving pointer 
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and fixed scale should be used, but if the range is very large a moving scale behind a fixed 

pointer might be the right way to go. When it comes to the shape of the dials and gauges a 

rectangular probably takes up less room, but for easier reading, circular or semicircular ones 

are to prefer. The user has certain ways of reading things, if the designer does the opposite 

from what the user is used to it will increase the reading time and the risk of errors. A dial 

should therefore have the values increasing clockwise, a horizontal from left to right, and a 

vertical from the bottom to the top. (Chengalur, Rodgers, & Bernard, 2004) 

 

A general rule when it comes to the scale is that it should be simple, uncluttered, and easy to 

read correctly and quick. The major marks on the scale should be numbered and it should be 

designed to prevent the user from having to “guess” the value between two numbers. The 

maximum of minor markings between two major marks are nine, where only the middle one 

has pronounced graduation. More suitable is to use progressions in units of one, two, five, or 

ten. It is important that the divisions showed is those which are most important to the user. 

Numerical values should be placed upright and outside the dial to avoid them being 

overlapped by the pointer. (Kroemer, Kroemer, & Kroemer, 2001) 

 

When designing check displays it is important to use a color that suits the information given 

by the display. White is a rather neutral color which usually does not provide the user with 

information about correct or incorrect implications. However, white check displays is perfect 

to indicate that a function are turned on. The choice of the color green for a check display 

provides the user with a “go ahead”-information. Green usually gives a positive feeling that 

everything is functioning alright. Yellow light you could say lies between “functioning” and 

“not functioning”. When a yellow light comes up it tells the user to be alert and maybe 

checking is required, or that there is a delay. A red light is known as a warning about 

malfunctioning or failures. An action has to be taken before the system will function alright 

again. If the red light is flashing it usually stands for an emergency in the action that must be 

taken. The consequences of delay in the action are severe like possibly personal injury or 

damage to the equipment. Blue is like white rather neutral, but together with a flashing red 

light it is used on emergency vehicles like police cars. (Kroemer, Kroemer, & Kroemer, 

2001). 

 

2.4.6 Wholeness and unity 

 

When an actual product is analyzed, it is the wholeness that is to be analyzed; every detail and 

every element (form, color, material etc) has to be judged in the context of the whole (Monö, 

1997). “The rule of unity and constitution. In order to constitute a harmonious integrity, the 

separated design of different components in one applicable product should take the specific 

component and the whole product into consideration. In view of the features of materials, the 

applicable product should meet the rule of static or dynamic balance in proportion. “(p.80, 

Zhang & Gao, 2007) 
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3. Method 
This master thesis is based on the product development process presented by Karl T. Ulrich 

and Steven D. Eppinger (2003), and defines the core functions as marketing, design, and 

manufacturing. The entire process consists of six phases: planning, concept development, 

system-level design, detail design, testing and refinement and production ramp-up. This 

master thesis will focus on the design phase of the process.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Product Development Process [3] 

 

3.1 Short descriptions of method phases 

 

3.1.1 Planning 

 

The planning activity is an important phase of the process. It consists of defining the project 

time plan and identifying the mission statement. Planning of where to gather relevant 

information and finding stakeholders to interview. 

 

 

3.1.2 Concept development  

 

In the concept development phase is information gathered and interpreted into customer 

needs. The problem is identified and analyzed. The needs are evaluated and translated into 

functions and constraints. Brainstorming, concept generation and concept selection are part of 

this phase. 

 

 

3.1.3 System level design 

 

This phase is about developing the chosen concept. This is where the definition of the product 

form and function is made. The product is divided into subsystems and components.  

 

 

3.1.4 Detail design 

 

Construction and design renderings are made and a complete specification of the geometry 

and materials. Models and prototypes are developed.   

3.1.5 Testing and refinement 
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The final prototype should be functional and with exact measurements and material properties 

intended for the real production version. This phase is not included in the master thesis. 

 

 

3.1.6 Production ramp-up 

 

In this phase the product is fabricated using the real production system. Testing and refining 

of the manufacturing is made. Also education of the production staff is realized. This phase 

will not be evaluated in this master thesis. The project will follow the design process as listed 

above. Every step contains of different working methods to systematically develop a new 

product that will fulfill the needs and requirements of the aimed user.   

 

 

4. Concept development  
 

In this phase information is gathered, benchmarking, competitor study and literature study are 

presented. The problem is identified and analyzed. Brainstorming, concept generation and 

concept selection are all part of this phase. 

 

 

4.1 Benchmarking and Competitor study  

 

 

To get a proper understanding about the market and the existing competitors, information 

gathering were made. The goal was to decide the advantages, positive effects, and the 

disadvantages of the competitor‟s products. The information was gained through the Internet, 

mostly the different car brands‟ homepages. Information gathering were made by studying   

earlier models by Volvo Car Corporation, concept models by VCC, models from another car 

manufacturers, and also earlier thesis‟s concerning automobile instrumentations. 

 

 

4.1.1 Concept cars of Volvo 

 

Concept car /3CC (2004) 

Rather than refining existing cars and technologies for new markets, Volvo has listened, 

questioned and speculated about the future. All together, the Volvo 3CC brings to life 

fundamental ideas on how to construct a car for sustained mobility. By creating and versatile 

car, even future generations should be able to enjoy the freedom of mobility. (Volvo Cars, 2008) 
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Figure 5: Concept car /3CC (2004) [4] 
 

The interior of the Volvo 3CC (Figure 5) offers dynamic ergonomic positioning for both the 

driver and front seat passenger. Unique solutions include replacing instrument panel toggles 

with proximity sensors that are activated when a finger is within a fraction of an inch (5 mm) 

to adjust lights, and to make climate and audio system settings. Form of instrument appears 

some massif and solid. 

 

 

Concept car / ACC2 (2002) 

The Volvo Adventure Concept Car 2 (ACC2) is the next generation of sport activity vehicle, 

providing an eye-opening glimpse into the future of what cross country means to Volvo 

(Figure 6). Every aspect of the ACC2, from its cutting-edge communications to its radical 

styling, is designed to make winter driving exciting. www.volvo.com (2007/12/18) 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Concept car / ACC2 (2002) [4] 

 

Inspired by the Swedish Ice Hotel and the legendary Swiss Army Knife, the ACC2 uses a 

unique combination of cold steel surfaces and soft, warm materials to create an interior that is 

radically stylish, yet highly functional. With combination of cold steel surface, warm 

materials and warm color Volvo bring out a wonderful Concept. 

 

Concept car / ACC 

Luxury and function, together at last, the Volvo ACC (Figure 7) interior combines beautiful 

leather seats with an intuitive human centric cockpit, with an elegant instrument display and 

highly spacious environment. (www.volvo.com, 2007)  

 

http://www.volvo.com/
http://www.volvo.com/
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Figure 7: Concept car ACC [4] 

 

 

Volvo SCC (Safety Concept Car), 2001, was developed to reinforce Volvo cars status as the 

forefront of safety development. The SCC was packed with active safety features, for 

instance, a sophisticated system for achieving optimum line of vision for any driver (Figure 8). 

 

Day vision, Volvo SCC (Safety Concept Car), 2001 

 

 

Night vision, Volvo SCC (Safety Concept Car), 2001 

 

Figure 8: Concept cars / SCC [4] 
 

On Volvo‟s concepts finds two trends for development of product: One trend try bring out 

new concept through geometrics feature (ACC, 3CC) and another trend through new 

composition of shapes (ACC2). 

 

4.1.2 Model cars of Volvo 
 

Interior and exterior design in Volvo cars models: XC90, S40, XC90 with decorative inlay, 

ports mats, and sports pedals, steering wheel, gear knob and combination instruments are very 

simple, modern and comfortable. At the centre of the instrument panel, the speedometer and 

rev counter feature attractive blue inserts like sport watch dial gages with blue inserts (Figure 

9).  

 

 

 

 

Model XC90 Model S40 and Model C30 Interior of Model XC90 

Figure 9: Models cars of Volvo [5] 
 

A cut survey of different models detects special developments through time. In this case 

option of model C70 is obviously be shown (Figure 10): 

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
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a. Number of shapes became few 

b. Color contrast became more and grayish color move to refractions of colors and purity  

c. The numbers of the speedometer and tachometer became clean and obvious  

 

 

 

 
 

Volvo-Dutte (1963) (Volvo-C70 2003) Volvo-C70 (2006) Volvo-C70 (2008) 

Figure 10: Models cars of Volvo [6] 

4.1.3 Competitor study 

 

4.1 3.I Historic survey 

 In this phase a choice of three competitors (Audi, BMW and Mercedes-Benz) are used to 

compare between different models and see trends and development in a short period. The 

author‟s opinion as a common character that detect here are (like Volvo) special 

developments through time: Number of shapes became few, Color contrast became more and 

grayish color move to refractions of colors and purity. The numbers of the speedometer and 

tachometer became clean and obvious  

 

Audi  

 
    

Audi A4 (2001) Audi A4 (2003) Audi TT (2006) Audi TT (2008) 

Figure 11: Audi models [7] 
 

In Figure 11 these Audi models have a clear, easy to read and simple instrument panel. 

Computer readout is in between the tachometer and speedometer.  

BMW 

 

 

 

 

BMW-M5 (2002) BMW-3 Series sport 

wagon (2003) 
BMW-M5 (2006) BMW-M5 (2008) 

Figure 12: BMW models [8] 
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In Figure 12 development in this case obviously has gone to simply shape and color contrast 

became more. Driver can very quick detect number of speedometer special in the model 

BMB-M5 (2008).  

 

Mercedes-Benz 

 
  

 

 

  

Mercedes-Benz 

170 DS (1952) 

Mercedes-Benz 

SL(1990) 
Mercedes-Benz 

SLK(2005) 
Mercedes-Benz 

SLK(2008) 

Figure 13: Mercedes-Benz [9] 
 

In Figure 13 the large amount of numbers and marks in the SL (1990) affected this opinion 

that the SL considered to be the messiest. But latter models became more orderly. 

 

4.1 3.II Classification of Competitor’s cars 

 

Everything that exists and is visible has an expression; an instrument panel has an expression 

and should communicate with the user. In this section of instrument clusters are competitors 

presented. They are chosen according to their shape and expression. The differences and 

similarities were distinguishing and compiled for the study. 

 
   

Audi A4 (2008) Toyota-Corolla (2008) Chrysler Crossfire (2008) 

Figure 14: Audi A4, Toyota and Chrysler Crossfire [10] 

 

In Figure 14 the inclusion factor, lines which enclose an area are more easily seen as a gestalt 

and have a clear and easy capacity to read. The colors were black background and white. The 

designs of the instruments were very clean and simple with well marked lines and borders. 
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VW golf MK4 GTI Honda Odyssey Honda FCX Concept 

Figure 15: VW golf MK4 GTI, Honda Odyssey and Honda FCX Concept [11] 

 

In Figure 15 a lack of border around the instrument panels causes any obvious separation and 

clearness. In these cases instrument panels cannot read easy. The blue color should not be 

used, especially, for thin lines like text, but it does work well as background filler and for 

larger figures. The text and numbers must be of a color that stands in contrast to the 

background to make it distinguishable. (Kroemer, Kroemer, & Kroemer, 2001) 

 

 

 

  

Audi Chevrolet Porsche 911 GT2 (2008) 

Figure 16: Audi, Chevrolet and Porsche 911 GT2 [12]  
 

These three instrument panels gave the sportiest impression (Figure 16). What they had in 

common in their appearance was some kind of metallic border around the instruments, and 

very simple scales in the instrumentation. Separate borders around the shapes gave a powerful 

expression to these instruments and also a look of disorder. 

 

 
  

Honda Hybrid-Electric Audi Chevrolet Camaro Concept 

Figure 17: Honda Hybrid-Electric, Audi and Chevrolet Camaro Concept [13] 
 

These three instrument panels express elegance, modernism and have a joyful color 

composition breaking the grayish instrument panel trend (Figure 17). “The Chevrolet‟s light-
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on-dark interior coloring makes a strong statement that conveys the spirit of freedom and fun 

that is embodied by a Camaro convertible,” said Micah Jones. 

 

 

  

Ford (1991) Ford –V8 (1968) Hummer H2 (2004) 

Figure 18: Ford, Ford-V8 and Hummer H2 [14]  
 

In the three Instrument panels that were perceived as the least attractive and least fashionable 

by appearance (Figure 18). Placement ought to follow good principles of gestalt and they gave 

a plastic and low technology impression. Instruments which functionally are connected should 

be placed close to each other and keep the symmetric organization of the parts. 

 

 
   

Hummer H3 (2006) Chevrolet (1955 to 1959) Ford explorer America (concept) 

Figure 19: Hummer H3, Chevrolet and Ford explorer America [15] 
 

In Figure 19 is shown an attempt to create new shapes from quadrangular and triangle forms. 

Sharp shapes in Chevrolet indicate tensions, but in Hummer H3 the quadrangular form is 

looked old fashioned but still formed is a good shape and rhythmic form. In the Ford explorer 

is shown an attempt to create a futuristic instrument panel. 

 

 
 

 
 

BMW M5-5 Audi Chevrolet Corvette Z06 

Figure 20: BMW M5-5, Audi and Chevrolet Corvette Z06 [16] 

 

In Figure 20 is an optional feature in the BMW M5 shown, the Heads-Up Display (HUD). It 

presents important information directly in the driver‟s field of view. A unit in the dashboard 

projects the picture onto the windscreen as a clear, easy-to-read image; it adjusts for ambient 

light conditions, the focal point just in front of the bonnet. The height of the display can even 

be adjusted so that information is always projected in the driver‟s optimal field of vision. This 

http://www.justmustangs.com.au/forsale/images/237/instrument-
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information can be read faster, and the driver‟s attention doesn‟t need to be removed from 

road ahead to read the HUD. 

 

 

 

4.2. Conclusion of benchmarking 

 As for the interior, form follows function with a linearity and simplicity that go hand 

in hand with the styling of the externals. Harmony and totality (wholeness).  

 An optional feature in new cars, Head-Up Display presents important information 

directly in the driver‟s viewing field. A unit in the dashboard projects the data onto the 

windscreen as a clear, easy-to-read image, adjusted for ambient light conditions, with 

a focal point just above the bonnet. This means that information can be read faster, and 

driver‟s attention doesn‟t need to be removed from road ahead. 

 Development of instrument panel has a special trend through time; the number of 

shapes became few, color contrast became more and grayish color move to refractions 

of colors and purity. 

 

 The good curve and shape that have harmony with function create a gestalt. 

 

 A large inspiration of the watch shape (digital or analog) and round form shape have 

dominated the design of instrument panels. 

 Neutral color is used on background. 

 

4.3 Concept generation 

 

The concept generation phase involved a brainstorming session aimed to generate as many 

ideas as possible. The ideas will be interpreted and refined to a couple of product concepts.  

 

4.3.1 Mood board 

 

This mood board was made to give inspiration for the brainstorming session. Because one of 

the specifications in this project is inspiration of Scandinavian Design, the pictures of 

Scandinavian products radiate energy and joy that are supposed to encourage activity. A 

picture of a Scandinavian building with good curves and movement of shape illustrates the 

meaning of living with design and function for all. The organic forms with soft and rounded 

curves give the observer a calm and secure feeling. (See figure 21) Pictures for mood board 

gathered from: www.scandinaviandesign.com (12/11 2007), Google (12/11 2007), and 

www.georgjensen.com (12/11 2007).  

 

http://www.scandinaviandesign.com
http://www.georgjensen.com
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Figure 21:  Mood board for product inspiration 
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4.3.2 Brainstorming 

 

This method is performed in a group of five to fifteen persons. The group should generate as 

many ideas as possible without judging them. The members should motivate each other to 

develop new ideas from one another‟s ideas; therefore the quantity is aimed at instead of 

quality. There are four fundamental rules which are important to follow throughout the whole 

process, these are: 

 No critic is allowed – Do not comment, positively or negatively, the ideas. 

 Strive after quantity – It is important that as many ideas as possible are generated, this 

increases the chances that some of them are really good. 

 Ideas out of the box – Unusual ideas are more than welcome. Wild and crazy ideas can 

lead to really good ideas by some modifications. 

 Combine and complement – By combining and complementing ideas, new ideas can 

be developed. (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004)  

 

A brainstorming session was arranged with 5 participants with LTU employees: Anders 

Håkansson university lecturer and PhD students: Maria Johansson, Phillip Tretten, Carl 

Jörgen Normark and student Akhtar Aslfallah. There were three stations divided into three 

major categories: Scandinavian, attractive, and safe design. The purpose was to get a greater 

variation of ideas by only brainstorming around each category. Creative thinking at each 

station consisted of sketches and descriptive words which were noted. A time limitation was 

given to encourage the focused thinking and to reduce criticism of own ideas.  
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4.4 Concept presentation 

 

Brainstorming, conclusion of the benchmarking, and theory were evaluated and combined to 

bring out 6 totally different concepts. The evaluation can be performed in different ways; 

simple calculations, physical prototypes or computer modeling and simulation. Another 

method is to use decision rules to make a structured and systematic selection. (Johannesson, 

Persson, & Pettersson, 2004) The following pages describe the ideas and functions of each 

concept.  

 

4.4.1 Concept A 

 
Figure 22: Concept A 

 

Concept A is simple and symmetric. It is simple, distinct, and easy to understand, because 

there is no unnecessary design. Similar figures with the same properties create a good gestalt 

in this concept. The design of concept A is handsome and pleasant to look at with the round 

shapes and softness. It is simple but at the same time interesting and also more balanced. Fuel 

level consists of four areas that show different level of volume.  
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4.4.2 Concept B 

 
Figure 23: Concept B 

 

Concept B is pleasant and modern. The level of the speedometer and tachometer lie on same 

level and have harmony with the eyes level. The good curve, the arrangement that causes the 

minimum change or break in straight or uniformly curved lines create a gestalt, a good curve 

factor helps us to read easily. (Monö, 1997).  

 

4.4.3 Concept C 

 

 
Figure 24: Concept C 
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This concept expresses elegance, modernism and has a joyful color composition breaking the 

grayish instrument panel trend. The text and numbers have a color that stands out in contrast 

to the background to make it distinguishable. 

 

4.4.4 Concept D 

 

 

 
Figure 25: Concept D 

 

Concept D is very clean and simple, and contains only necessary information. Two halve 

circle frames limits the area and create a gestalt. Indicators are like radar screens and move 

with rising of speed and rev. A rectangle frame belongs to warning that consists of symbol 

and text coincident. Fuel level consists of four levels that show different level of volume. 

Similar figures with the same properties create a good gestalt in this concept. Notable is that 

the speedometer shape is larger to get more attention. 
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4.4.5 Concept E 

 

 
Figure 26: Concept E 

 

This is a concept with new form with the combination of an arc as speedometer and a small 

lute rectangle as tachometer that made the read off easy and quick. The warning symbols are 

like concept C and D but placed in the center. Also the idea with the tachometer and 

speedometer indicator, shine with the color green and then shift to orange and red when 

caution, is a good idea. A rectangle frame belongs to warnings that consist of symbol and text 

coincident. Fuel level consists of four levels that show different level of volume. 
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4.4.6 Concept F 

 

 
 

Figure 27: Concept F 

 

Concept F is a combination of new shape as border and old traditional shape as indicator. 

Both speedometer and tachometer have the same form and alignment with different size.   

 

This concept is the most cluttered because of the asymmetric shapes.  

 

 

4.5 Concept evaluation 

 

Two meetings were arranged to evaluate and criticize the good and bad aspects of each 

concept. The goal with the meetings was to select several concepts for further development 

and preparing to Semantics Environment Description that should be done continuously 

throughout the project. The participants were Phillip Tretten, Carl Jörgen Normark and Maria 

Johansson. 

 

The SMB-method (Semantic Environment Description, in Swedish: Semantisk Miljö 

Beskrivning) is a method that can be used to evaluate and better understand the overall 

impression of an environment and also a vehicle interior. The SMB-method can help to reveal 

how people define their impressions based on pleasantness and information rate (Küller 

1991). The results could be easily presented in diagrams with scalar values. This is done with 

a questionnaire consisting of 36 adjectives. The participant answers on a semantic scale how 

well every adjective suits the environment. The ratings of each adjective are numbered in the 

interval [1, 7] where „1‟ is slightly and „7‟ is very. The adjectives are grouped into eight 

factors: Pleasantness, Complexity, Unity, Enclosedness, Social status, Potency, Affection and 

Originality (table 1). Factor analyses in several empirical tests have shown that this grouping 

is reliable (Küller 1979). The factor scores are the mean values of the ratings for each 

adjective included in the factor (Karlsson 2003). 
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Factor Description Positively correlated 

to the factor 
Negatively 

correlated to the 

factor 
Pleasantness The degree of pleasantness, beauty 

and security 

Stimulating, secure, 

idyllic, good, pleasant. 

Ugly, boring, brutal. 

Complexity The environment‟s liveliness and 

complexity. 

Motley, lively, 

composite. 

Subdued. 

Unity  How well the various components 

in the environment seem to fit and 
function together. 

Functional, of pure 

style, 
consistent, whole.  

 

 

Enclosedness The closeness and degree of 

demarcation of the space.  
Closed, 
demarcated. 

Open, airy. 
 

Potency The expression of strength and 

force. 
 

Masculine, 
potent.  

Fragile, feminine. 
  

Social Status 

  

Economic and social evaluation of 

the environment. 
  

Expensive, 
well-kept, lavish. 

Simple. 
  

Affection An age aspect as well as a feeling 

of the old and genuine.  
Modern, new. 

  

Timeless, aged. 
  

Originality  The unusual and surprising in the 
environment. 

  

Curious, 
surprising, 
special. 

Ordinary. 
  

Figure 28: The SMB-factors and the included words in each factor. (Küller 1991)   

 

Ten persons participated in the studies. 
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5. Result 
 

The results were analyzed using Microsoft Office Excel and the following results were 

achieved. (Figure 29)  

 

 

 

 
Figure 29: Overall mean ratings for 6 concepts 

 

The results of the comparison between concepts can be summarized as follows: 

Pleasantness: Concepts A, C and E had close scores, though the concept A was assessed as 

significantly more pleasant than all the other concepts, while the concept F was significantly 

less pleasant than all the other concepts. 

Complexity: The concept A was significantly less complex, while the Concept E was more 

complex. 

Unity: The concept D had lower unity than the other concepts. 

Enclosedness: The concept C Was significantly less enclosed than the concept F. 

Potency: The concept A was significantly more potent than all the others. The concept C and 

B was significantly less potent than all the others. 

Social status: The concept A was significantly higher than others and concept F was 

significantly lower than all the others. 

Affection: The concept E was significantly lower than the others. The concept F was 

significantly higher than the others. 

Originality: The concepts A and F were significantly lower on originality than the others. 

The concept E was significantly more original than the other concepts. 
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 Concept A Concept B Concept C Concept D Concept E Concept F 

Pleasantness 4,4 3,7 4,3 3,8 4,2 3,2 

Complexity 3,9 4,0 4,5 4,0 4,8 4,3 

Unity 4,7 4,2 4,0 3,5 3,7 3,6 

Enclosedness 3,8 3,8 3,7 4,4 3,9 4,4 

Potency 5.0 4,0 4,0 4,5 4,7 4,8 

Social Status 

 
4,3 3,7 3,8 3,9 4,1 3,6 

Affection 2,8 3,5 3,2 2,9 2,7 3,7 

Originality 4,0 4,5 4,9 5,1 5,3 4,0 

Total 4,10 3,92 4,05 4,01 4,17 3,95 

Figure 30: Results from SMB-evaluations showing overall mean ratings. 

 

 

 

6. Concept selection 
 

The presented result of the concept evaluation phase and analysis is that the concept E has the 

highest total score of the presented ideas, while the concept A achieved most of the 

pleasantness, unity, potency and social status scores. Concept A is easy to understand, is a 

product for any model of cars, and has a good curve and shape that have harmony with 

function and create a gestalt. The purpose of this assignment is to create a concept proposal 

with focus on the drivers‟ requirements and create a design suitable for a bigger and more 

international target group. The design should be easy to comprehend and only necessary 

information displayed. This thesis will include research on safety, attractive, Scandinavian 

design and ergonomic regarding instrument panels today and in a near future.  

 

 

The driver needs to be alert and have the ability to take quick decisions in stressful situations. 

 

 Warnings in the six concepts exist as both symbols and words or abbreviations. Symbols 

are generally more compact than either the associated words or abbreviations. This is 

particularly important for internationally marketed products such as cars, where native 

language barriers can decrease usability. Also several studies (see theory 2.1.2) have 

shown that symbols are at least two times more legible than their text equivalents-

important for elderly drivers or in cars where panel space is limited. 
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 Placement is a factor that is very important to make the user detect and identify 

information. The user should be able to find faults as quick as possible and connect a 

display with the right control and also understand the relations between the display and 

the control. Instruments which functionally are connected should be placed close to each 

other and the placement ought to follow good principles of gestalt. For those instruments 

the consequences must be of a similar kind, for example the tachometer and the 

speedometer in a car. This is achieved in concept A that has similar kinds of shape. 

 

 In concept A, the speedometer is placed to the left on the instrument panel and tends to 

draw the attention from the driver, maybe because of the order in which we read. It is 

important to bring out more attention because of the high priority that the speedometer 

has in an instrument panel. 

 

The driver should concentrate attention on the road directly ahead and look away from the 

road for as short a period as possible. To achieve this moment of ergonomics claim, 

instrument panel ought to follow good principles of gestalt for the driver to quickly and easily 

understand functions. By reason of automotive ergonomics and correct placement, the concept 

A is the safest. It brings together all the safety knowledge we have built up over this project.  

 

Two important characteristics in the Scandinavian design, simplicity and functionality, are 

both more achieved in concept A. Concept A has developed a style that is simple, 

rationalized, cosmopolitan and utterly. The ethos behind Scandinavian design was that 

functionality is inherently beautiful, and the concept A achieved this characteristic with higher 

score on factors functional and whole in the SMB-evaluations. Instrument panel ought to 

follow good principles of gestalt for the driver to quickly and easily understand functions. 

 

Since this is very important the information has to be easily detectable and any required action 

has to be indicated clearly, in the factors for a gestalt:   

  

 The proximity factor, when the control panel are grouped according to function 

 Similarity factor, figures with the same properties form gestalt 

 The symmetry factor, areas which are delimit by symmetric factor are perceived 

as a gestalt 

 The good curve that helps us to read easily, the arrangement that causes the 

minimum change or break in straight or uniformly curved lines 

 The experience factor 

 

The concept A achieved the highest result in the factors for a gestalt.  
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7. Discussion 
 

The six concepts give different impressions and different ratings with the SMB method. The 

concept E differed most from the other concepts. It was rated significantly different from all 

the other concepts and deviates most from the other concepts on all factors. Below are some 

possible insights based on literature about what design issues may have contributed to these 

ratings. Pleasantness is affected by many things. It is hard to find general statements to 

explain and predict pleasantness. However, it can be said that the balance between complexity 

and unity could affect pleasantness. There should be a good balance between these two 

factors. For example, if the environment is too high on unity and too low on complexity this 

could be perceived as a boring and not so pleasant environment. On the other hand if the 

environment is too high on complexity and too low on unity this will create a less pleasant 

interior because the environment is too messy (Küller 1977). 

 

The concept F has complexity-unity profile that is quite different from all the other concepts. 

This could be one explanation of the lower pleasantness values for the concept F. The concept 

A had a well composition that contributed to increase the number of details and had higher 

unity than others. Unity is an assessment of how well the different parts seem to fit and 

function together. Components that have the same size and shape give a higher rating on unity 

(Küller 1977). In the cases of concepts D, F and E the instrument panel had different shapes 

and sizes, while in the other concepts were more uniformly designed. Since the concept C has 

a larger airy it is not surprising that it was perceived to be less enclosed, on the contrary 

concept F had more enclosed feeling. Social status is an economic and social evaluation of the 

environment and could be affected by many things, for example materials and colors (Küller 

1975). It is possible that the colors and the advanced materials contributed to increase the 

social status of the concept A. The concept F is known to be a less expensive car than the 

other ones and this might have affected the rating of social status. The concept F was 

markedly higher on affection. This could have many reasons. The instrument panel was not 

that modern. Neither did this concept have any special new form as the concept E did for 

example. Originality could be affected by colors and the participants‟ experiences of what is 

common or not common. Objects with high social status are often considered to be more 

original (Küller 1975). The concepts F and A was not as original as the other.  

 

The SMB-method can be used in the product development process in order to predict user 

impressions of the interior and help the development team to focus on these important 

intangibles. However the SMB-method are based on assessments of environments other that a 

vehicle interior. It is likely but cannot be taken for granted that these results are true for 

vehicle interiors as well. For example the words „brutal‟ and „well-kept‟ might have another 

meaning in the context of assessing a brand new vehicle interior than when assessing an 

architectural environment. (Küller 1975, Laike 1999).  

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://tyda.se/search?w=on+the+contrary&s=1244093#sense-1244093
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Appendix  
 

Appendix 1 

 

Symbols in ISO Standard 2575 

 

 
Figure 31:  Symbols in  ISO Standard 2575  [1] 
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Figure 32:  Continued of  Symbols in ISO Standard 2575 [1] 
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Appendix 2 

 

Benchmarking and discussion pictures  

 

Interior and exterior of Volvo 

 

    
Volvo-Dutte interior 

(1963) 

Volvo-C70interior(2003) Volvo-C70interior(2006) Volvo-C70 interior(2008) 

 

   

Volvo-Dutte exterior 

(1963)  
Volvo-C70exterior(2003) Volvo-C70exterior(2006) Volvo-C70 exterior(2008) 

Figure 33:  Interior and exterior of Volvo [6] 

  

Interior and exterior of Audi  

  

  
  

Audi A4- interior(2001) Audi TT- interior(2003) Audi TT- interior(2006) Audi TT- interior(2008) 

    
Audi A4- exterior(2001) Audi TT- exterior(2003) Audi TT- exterior(2006) Audi TT- exterior(2008) 

Figure 34:  Interior and exterior of Audi [7] 
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Interior and exterior of BMW 

 

 

    
BMW-M5 interior(2002) BMW-3 series sport 

wagon interior(2003) 
BMW- interior(2006) BMW- interior(2008) 

 

 
   

BMW-M5 exterior(2002) BMW-3 Series sport 

wagen exterior(2003) 
BMW- exterior(2006) BMW-.exterior(2008) 

Figure 35:  Interior and exterior of BMW [8] 

 

 

Interior and exterior of Mercedes-Benz 

 

 

 

 
 

Mercedes-Benz 170 DS 

interior(1952) 
Mercedes-Benz SLK 

interior (1990) 
Mercedes-Benz SLK 

interior (2005) 
Mercedes-Benz SLK 

interior (2008) 

 
 

  

Mercedes-Benz 170 DS 

exterior (1952) 
Mercedes-Benz SLK 

exterior (1996) 
Mercedes-Benz SLK 

exterior (2005) 
Mercedes-Benz SLK 

exterior (2008) 

Figure 36:  Interior and exterior of Mercedes-Benz [9] 
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Appendix 3  

Sketches and descriptions of Brainstorming  
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Appendix 4  

Sketches 
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Appendix 5 

 

Semantic Environment Description questionnaire  
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Appendix 6 

 

Overall mean ratings for 6 concepts  

 

 

 
Figure 37: Overall mean ratings for Concept A 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38: Concept A 
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Figure 39: Overall mean ratings for Concept B 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 40: Concept B 
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Figure 41: Overall mean ratings for Concept C 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 42: Concept C 
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Figure 43: Overall mean ratings for Concept D 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 44: Concept D 
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Figure 45: Overall mean ratings for Concept E 

 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 46: Concept E 
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Figure 47: Overall mean ratings for Concept F 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 48: Concept F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




